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About Young Enterprise 

Young Enterprise: Unlimited Potential

Young Enterprise is the UK’s leading charity 

that empowers young people to harness 

their personal and business skills. We work 

directly with young people, their teachers 

and parents, businesses and influencers to 

build a successful and sustainable future for 

all young people and society at large.

The case for young people to leave school 

able to be in control of their money and to 

plan for the future has never been stronger. 

Children and young people encounter money 

earlier and earlier, through spending and 

saving their pocket money, smart phones, 

and part time jobs. Crucial decisions have to 

be taken about student loans, getting a job, 

or living independently. We owe it to future 

generations to equip them for the financial 

decisions they will face throughout their lives. 

Financial Education Quality Mark
Guidance for resource producers 

This brochure offers an introduction to the  
Financial Education Quality Mark. It is designed to 
give those producing financial education resources 
clear information and guidance about the Financial 
Education Quality Mark including, the function and 
value of the Quality Mark, eligibility, how to make 
an application, and the assessment process.
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About the Money Advice Service

The Money Advice Service is a UK-wide 

organisation responsible for helping people make 

the most of their money. We are an independent 

body set up by Parliament under the Financial 

Services Act 2010. We also have responsibilities for 

the co-ordination of debt advice services under the 

Financial Services Act 2012.

The Financial Capability Strategy for the UK – 

launched in October 2015 – sets out the ambition 

for all children and young people to receive financial 

education that works. The Money Advice Service is 

supporting the Financial Education Quality Mark as 

an important part of our work towards meeting that 

ambition. By ensuring evaluation is part of the QM 

process, we can help others to increase their impact 

and add to the evidence base, as well as making 

sure that those producing educational resources 

take existing evidence into account. More widely, 

the QM contributes to our goal to support better 

coordination of financial education in schools, 

providing a source of high-quality resources for 

teachers – and others working with children – to use.
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What is the Financial Education 
Quality Mark and why is  
it important?

The Financial Education Quality Mark 

is an accreditation system for financial 

education resources that have been created 

for use with children and young people. It 

is awarded to resources that support high 

quality teaching and learning about money.

The Financial Education Quality Mark 

gives those delivering financial education 

confidence that the materials they are 

using contain accurate and up-to-date 

information, are of the highest educational 

value, and are engaging and relevant 

for young people. Through evaluation, 

supported by the Money Advice Service  

the Financial Education Quality Mark  

service also helps resource producers to  

understand the impact of their resource.

Over the last decade there has been a 

widening recognition of the importance  

of financial education for all children  

and young people. 

Financial education is now embedded 

within the Curriculum for Excellence 

in Scotland, the School Curriculum for 

Wales, the Northern Ireland Curriculum 

and, as of September 2014, the National 

Curriculum for England, where it appears 

in the statutory subjects of mathematics and 

citizenship and in the non-statutory subject 

of Personal, Social, Health and Economic 

education (PSHE education).

Alongside this formal recognition of 

financial education as an important life skill, 

there is a clear need for quality-assured 

financial education resources that effectively 

support teaching and learning about money 

across a range of contexts including, the 

classroom, non-mainstream educational 

settings, informal and formal groups for 

young people, and within the home. 

Evaluation supported through the 

Financial Education Quality Mark is vital 

in contributing to the evidence base for 

financial education.

 ✓ Represents the seal of approval 
from the UK’s leading 
independent authority on  
financial education. 

 ✓ Demonstrates that your 
resource is both financially 
accurate and of the highest 
educational value. 

 ✓ Provides a fantastic opportunity 
to increase awareness of your 
resource amongst a range of 
audiences engaged with  
financial education. 

What are the benefits of 
achieving Financial Education 
Quality Mark status?
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Once the Quality Mark has been awarded, 

Young Enterprise will ensure that your resource:

• Has a prominent entry on our website,  

the first port of call for those teaching  

money matters.

• Is given publicity in our termly 

e-newsletter (sent to approx. 40,000 

teachers and others with an interest in 

financial education). 

• Is promoted through Young Enterprise’s 

national projects and services.

• Is recommended by Young Enterprise 

consultants working with teachers and 

other educators across the UK. 

Young Enterprise is widely known and 

respected by teachers and by the financial 

services sector, and is the first port of call 

for those seeking high quality financial 

educational materials for children and 

young people.

The Financial Education Quality Mark is also 

highly regarded at a national level and is 

supported and recommended by:

• The Department for Education 

• Education Scotland

• The All Party Parliamentary Group on 

Financial Education for Young People



Evidence must be provided to demonstrate that the resource has been:

 ✓ Developed in consultation with a teacher 

or educationalist, and where appropriate 

with advice from others including 

volunteers and parents/carers.

 ✓ Has been trialled for educational value 

with young people in the target group. 

You will be provided with an evidence portfolio in which to illustrate this consultation and testing.
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Young Enterprise’s team of 

independent experts assess 

financial education resources 

that have been designed to be 

delivered to young people by:

 ✓ Teachers and other 
professional educators

 ✓ Professionals working 
with children and 
young people

 ✓ Volunteers
 ✓ Parents and carers

We also assess some resources 

designed for use by young 

people directly, usually where 

these also include mediated 

learning opportunities. 

International resources are 

eligible for the Financial 

Education Quality Mark but they 

will be assessed for use in the 

UK context. 

We award the Financial Education Quality 
Mark to financial education resources that:

Have been developed in consultation  
with a teacher or educationalist and tested 
with young people in the target group 

Have a dedicated Theory of Change  
and evaluation plan

Have a principal focus on  
financial education

Include opportunities for  
structured learning

Are engaging and relevant for  
young people

Are clearly written and easy to use

Contain accurate, up to date  
information and be free of branding

A resource must fulfil these seven criteria in order to 

support high quality teaching and learning in financial 

education and to be eligible to receive the Financial 

Education Quality Mark.
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Is my resource 
eligible for the  
Financial 
Education 
Quality Mark?

Essential criteria 
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The LIGHTBULB icons that  

feature with this section 

denote non-essential guidance 

or tips, which you might  

find helpful when producing 

your resource. 

Have been developed in 
consultation with a teacher or 
educationalist and tested with 
young people in the target group

1

To be awarded the Financial Education Quality Mark a resource must: 



Note – Financial education does not constitute 
financial advice, which is a regulated activity, for 
which you need to be authorised by the Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA).
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The Financial Education Planning 

Frameworks, for ages 3-11 and ages 11-

19, aim to support the planning, teaching, 

and progression of financial education. 

These frameworks are divided by age range 

and by four core areas of learning that we 

identify as important to a young person’s 

financial education. 

We ask resource producers to refer to the 

relevant planning framework, or frameworks, 

when preparing their resource for submission 

to the Financial Education Quality Mark 

assessment process. Resource producers 

must be able to demonstrate that more than 

50% of their resource focuses on financial 

education and can be mapped against one 

or more core areas of the relevant Financial 

Education Planning Frameworks. 

To download the Young Enterprise  

planning frameworks visit:  

www.y-e.org.uk/planningframework

There is no single definition 
of financial education, but for 
the purpose of the Financial 
Education Quality Mark, 
financial education refers to 
the financial knowledge, skills 
and attitudes listed in Young 
Enterprise’s Financial Education 
Planning Frameworks. 

Have a principal focus on 
financial education
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‘Theory of Change’ is widely recognised as a useful way to help get 
a clear understanding of how you think your activities will lead to 
the change you want to see happen. The Centre for Social Action 
Innovation Fund (CSAIF) believe that a clear, concise and convincing 
explanation of what you do, what impact you aim to have and how 
you believe you will have it is a vital foundation of any programme or 
resource, and a prerequisite for effective evaluation. For this reason, 
producing a Theory of Change and evaluation plan is an obligatory 
requirement for achieving the Financial Education Quality Mark.

First step: Resource Producers 
sign up to the Financial Capability 
Strategy IMPACT Principles

The IMPACT principles set out the high-level 

approach to evidence and evaluation that 

the Financial Capability Strategy wants to 

embed in all organisations at all levels. 

They have been developed to encourage 

organisations across the sector to publicly 

commit to building the evidence base and 

ensure that robust evidence is at the heart 

of everything they do. www.fincap.org.uk/

impact-principles 

Next: Theory of Change

Young Enterprise and the Money Advice 

Service will then support each resource 

producer to develop a Theory of Change.

We will do this through hosting up to two 

half day workshops that can take place at 

the Money Advice Service’s London office or 

if required via video conference. If a Theory 

of Change already exists for the resource 

this can be used.

A Theory of Change is a way of explaining 

how a programme is intended to have an 

impact on its beneficiaries. It outlines all the 

things that a programme or resource does for 

its beneficiaries, the ultimate impact that it aims 

to have on them, and all the separate outcomes 

that lead or contribute to that impact.

Lastly: Evaluation Plan

In a further half day meeting Young 

Enterprise and the Money Advice Service will 

support the resource producer to develop 

an evaluation plan. Through this, resource 

producers can plan achievable methods 

to measure the impact of their resource. 

This will provide resource producers with 

valuable data on how the resource works 

and illustrate developments that can be 

made to ensure the resource achieves 

Quality Mark renewal when required,  

at two year intervals,  

see page  

17.

Get ready for your Theory of 

Change and evaluation workshops 

with the Money Advice Service’s 

Evaluation Toolkit: www.fincap.

org.uk/evaluation-toolkit 

Have a dedicated Theory of 
Change and evaluation plan

2

http://www.y-e.org.uk/planningframework
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The Financial Education 
Quality Mark is for financial 
education resources that 
support structured learning by 
children and young people, 
usually in educational settings.

To support this requirement the resource 

should:

 ✓ Include clear and specific aims and 

learning objectives for financial education. 

 ✓ Include a range of activities/tasks to 

help young people achieve the identified 

financial education learning objectives. 

Activities should incorporate a range of 

learning styles (i.e. visual, auditory, and 

kinaesthetic) and support the progression 

of learning.

 ✓ Encourage the learner to actively engage 

with its contents, through creating 

opportunities to analyse, interpret or 

reflect on information, form opinions  

and make decisions; and through 

providing feedback.

 ✓ Provide advice and guidance for 

facilitators about the points from which 

young people can reflect on what they 

are learning and receive feedback. 

The inclusion of assessment 

opportunities (i.e. tools and 

activities which help a teacher  

to track their students’ learning) 

provides added value for teachers, 

and may enhance the teaching and 

learning experience. Assessment 

materials should be carefully 

developed with regard to the 

level of the target learner. 

Include opportunities for 
structured learning

44

Effective educational resources are purposeful, 
enjoyable and relevant to the learner.

Enhance interest and engagement 
through creative design and by 
using images, illustrations and 
graphics that are appealing and 
pertinent to young people in the 
target age group. 

Be engaging and relevant 
for young people

55

A relevant and engaging financial education 

resource will:

 ✓ Provide a stated age range and be of  

an educational level appropriate to this 

age range (for guidance refer to the 

Young Enterprise financial education 

planning frameworks). 

 ✓ Incorporate a range of learning activities 

to make learning varied and interesting 

and to appeal to different learning styles 

i.e. visual, auditory, and kinaesthetic. 

 ✓ Use contexts and examples that connect 

with circumstances and life experiences of 

target young people. For example, getting 

a smart phone or learning to drive. 

 ✓ Engage with a diversity of young people 

through addressing equal opportunity 

issues (social and financial background, 

culture, race, gender, differences in 

abilities) and by including a balanced 

view of all aspects of the topic. However, 

we understand that this may not be 

appropriate for all resources where a 

particular issue may be being addressed.

 ✓ Include opportunities for differentiation. 

All children are different, learn in different 

ways, and have different abilities. Teaching 

resources that ‘differentiate’ make them 

accessible to children and young people with 

a range of potential attainment and learning 

preferences. Differentiation may include 

extension activities and worksheets for higher 

attaining young people, support for young 

people with learning difficulties, or guidance 

on how resource can be used with differently 

attaining groups of young people. 

 ✓ Include distancing techniques (where 

appropriate) such as case studies and 

scenarios so that young people aren’t 

put in a position where they have to 

disclose information about their personal 

circumstances.

In accordance with criteria 1, resource 

producers should take advice or seek 

feedback from a teacher or educationalist. 

11



*Assessors will consider the impact or effect of any 
logos/branding on resources and will decide what 
is appropriate to leave on or take off.
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To ensure a financial education resource can be 
used to its fullest potential it must be clearly written 
and easy to use. 

The resource should:

 ✓ Be written using language and terminology 

that is appropriate for the reader, be this 

a teacher, volunteer, parent/carer, or 

young person. 

 ✓ Contain accurate spelling and grammar 

– the resource should be proofread prior  

to submission.

 ✓ Recognise that people are generally not 

financial experts by clearly explaining 

complex financial terms and issues and 

through being consistent with terminology. 

It may be appropriate to include a 

glossary or list of definitions or a link to 

an existing glossary available online. 

 ✓ Be structured in a logical manner and 

provide clear instructions for use. For 

example, large resources should include 

an index or site map that clearly details 

all resource content and any lesson 

plans / activities should contain an 

introduction, middle and end. 

 ✓ Use design effectively to support 

navigation and use. If a fully designed 

version of the resource is not available 

at the application stage, the resource 

provider should include a sample of the 

design concept. 

Resources that are free (or 
low cost), easily available, and 
readily adaptable are popular 
with teachers. Bear in mind that 
schools are often restricted with 
regard to web content / sites 
that they can access, and with 
regard to printing downloadable 
materials in colour. 

Be clearly written and easy 
to use

6

The resource should contain 
financial information that is 
factually accurate and up to 
date. Resource producers 
should be aware of any 
financial content that is likely 
to change on a regular basis, 
such as national minimum 
wage rates or income tax 
allowance, and be prepared 
to update this information 
when necessary. Similarly, 
the inclusion of curriculum 
information, which can be very 
helpful for teachers, should 
also be accurate and up to 
date. Curriculum links will be 
of particular value where a 
resource has been designed to 
support a specific curriculum 
subject, such as mathematics 
or citizenship. 

In addition, the resource should NOT contain: 

 ✗ Encouragement (explicit or otherwise) to 

buy any branded products or services. 

 ✗ Any web links to products.

 ✗ Product or company slogans or logos, 

other than a logo used solely for 

sponsor/producer identification.*

 ✗ Claims that particular types of 

products or services are superior or 

inferior to others, unless they are 

based on documented evidence and 

presented fairly and clearly. 

 ✗ Illustrations/images or text implying 

that particular types of products or 

suppliers are the only ones available 

in their class or group.

Resource providers may wish 

to include a list of sources to 

support accurate financial and/

or curriculum information, 

such as government services and 

information websites. 

Contain accurate, up to  
date information and be  
free of branding

7
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How do I apply for the 
Financial Education Quality 
Mark and what is the cost? 
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At what stage of 
resource development 
should I apply for the 
Financial Education 
Quality Mark?

Resource producers may apply for the 

Financial Education Quality Mark at any time, 

whether the resource is already finished and 

in use or in its developmental stages. There 

are a number of advantages to applying for 

the Financial Education Quality Mark during 

a resource’s development:

• Support from Young Enterprise and 

the Money Advice Service to develop a 

Theory of Change and evaluation plan 

for your resource will be of most value 

at this stage, helping to practically guide 

the resource’s development.

• You can ensure that a teacher or 

educationalist is consulted and that 

testing is carried out with the resource’s 

target audience as part of development 

(criteria 1).

• Any amendments that need to be made 

to the resource for it to achieve the 

Financial Education Quality Mark can 

be easily actioned while the resource 

remains in development.

If you have an idea for a financial education 

resource and want to talk it through before 

taking any action Young Enterprise would 

be happy to provide some guidance. We 

may also be able to provide consultancy 

and authoring services to support the 

development of your resource, if you would 

like to discuss these options call us on  

020 7330 9473.

The following steps detail the process a 
resource producer must follow in order to 
apply for and gain the Quality Mark: 

TIMESCALE: 2-4 WEEKS 
dependent on the resource producers availability

TIMESCALE: 2-4 WEEKS  
dependent on the size and complexity of the resource

THE APPEALS PROCEDURE 

If the producer rejects the changes suggested, Young Enterprise 
will bring in an independent arbiter (financial or educational – 
dependent on the nature of the changes required), who will  
reassess the resource and the assessors’ decisions.

Resource producer meets with representatives from Money Advice 
Service and Young Enterprise to develop a Theory of Change for 
their resource (up to two half day workshops).*

6

Resource producer meets with representatives from Money Advice Service 
and Young Enterprise to develop an evaluation plan for their resource 
(half day workshop). This plan will detail the evaluation that will take place 
during development of resource (if applicable) and the evaluation that will 
be undertaken in preparation for the renewal of the resource’s Financial 
Education Quality Mark, which takes place at two year intervals.

7

Resource and supporting documents are submitted for 
assessment:

• 3 hard copies of resource or access to digital resource
• Theory of Change
• Evaluation Plan
• Evidence Portfolio

Resource is assessed by 3 independent assessors: 2 educational 
assessors and 1 financial assessor

10

Assessment feedback is collated and sent to resource producer.

•  If no changes are required, the resource is awarded the Quality 
Mark – Young Enterprise issues a dated and numbered Quality 
Mark logo certificate electronically, along with a welcome pack. 

•  If changes are required in order that the resource meets the 
Quality Mark requirements, details of all mandatory and 
suggested amendments are sent to resource producer for 
completion within an agreed timeframe.

11

Once the producer successfully makes the changes required, 
the resource will be awarded the Quality Mark. Young Enterprise 
issues a dated and numbered Quality Mark logo certificate 
electronically along with a welcome pack. 

12

Young Enterprise liaises with the resource producer about listing 
the resource on the Young Enterprise website, to ensure the details 
are correct before publishing. Any launch plans planned by the 
producer can also be discussed, so that Young Enterprise can 
support these via social media etc., where appropriate. 

Quality Mark Resource producers agree to keep Young Enterprise 
informed about any changes to the resource or to producer contact 
details. This will ensure we display the correct information on the 
Young Enterprise website and that we can make contact when it is 
time to renew the Quality Mark (see ‘How long is the Quality Mark 
valid for?’ for further information about this).
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Young Enterprise hold set up meeting with resource producer. 
This will preferably take place face-to-face but can be held over the 
phone or even via video conference. In this meeting we will discuss 
the goals of the resource and the programme it supports, if relevant.

Resource producer signs up to the Financial Capability IMPACT 
Principles. See page 8.

5

TIMESCALE: APPROXIMATELY 5 WORKING DAYS

Resource producer pays fee: £1500 +VAT  (£750 +VAT charity rate)

4

Assessment Phase Charged Consultancy Phase

The resource producer contacts Young Enterprise to express their 
interest in applying for the Financial Education Quality Mark.

1

Young Enterprise provide guidance on the seven criteria 
that need to be met and the process including the different 
options open to resource producers depending on the stage of 
development their resource has already reached.

2

Free Consultancy Phase

Based on the outcome of these discussions the resource producer 
will decide whether to proceed with their Financial Education 
Quality Mark application.

Young Enterprise discuss the 
resource producers plans and 
ascertain if they match with the 
requirements of the Financial 
Education Quality Mark.

Young Enterprise request a 
copy or access to the resource 
to conduct an initial review.

Young Enterprise review the 
resource to assess its likelihood 
of achieving the Financial 
Education Quality Mark. 
Feedback will be provided on 
how closely the resource is 
felt to meet the criteria. Then 
Young Enterprise will ascertain 
if the resource producer is 
happy to make changes to the 
resource to the extent felt likely 
based on the initial review.

Resource is already fully formed

Resource is already fully formed

Resource is in development

3

Criteria 1 requires that resources: Have been developed in 
consultation with a teacher or educationalist and tested with young 
people in the target group.

9

Resource is already fully formed Resource is in development

In accordance with evaluation 
plan, resource producer 
consults with teacher or 
educationalist during the 
development of resource. 
Resource producer also tests 
the resource with its target 
audience. Findings and actions 
from this consultation and 
testing need to be summarised 
in Evidence Portfolio.

If this consultation and testing 
was undertaken when the 
resource was developed details 
of findings and actions will need 
to be summarised in the Evidence 
Portfolio, see page 7 for further 
detail on evidence portfolio. 

If this consultation and testing 
wasn’t carried out when the 
resource was developed it will 
need to be carried out now, in 
accordance with the evaluation 
plan the resource producer 
created. Findings and actions 
from this consultation and 
testing need to be summarised 
in Evidence Portfolio.

Resource is in development

Resource producer develops 
resource in line with Theory of 
Change. Resource producer 
may do this independently or 
may seek consultation support 
from Young Enterprise – see 
page 14 for contact details 
to discuss Young Enterprise’s 
consultancy services.

8

*Support from MAS on evaluation is provided free of charge  
and has been built in to the process to offer added value to the 
charged-for consultancy YE provide. This support is part of a 
broader free-of-charge evaluation advice offer available from MAS 
beyond this QM process, focused on helping organisations who 
want to measure the success of financial capability interventions. 
Further information is available at  
http://www.fincap.org.uk/evaluation-toolkit-homepage

http://www.fincap.org.uk/evaluation-toolkit-homepage
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Sign IMPACT 

Principles

Develop Theory 
of Change and 
evaluation plan. 

See page 8.
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Have you signed the 
Financial Capability 

Strategy IMPACT 
Principles?

 Does your resource 
have a dedicated 
Theory of Change  

and evaluation plan?

Renewal process

17

Shortly before the end of the two year award period, Young Enterprise, will internally 
review the resource and will contact the resource producer to advise them how they will 
need to proceed, in order to renew their resource’s Financial Education Quality Mark.

It should be noted that during any two-year period resource producers are obliged to keep 

their resource accurate and up to date, in line with Essential Criteria 7. Spot checks 

may be undertaken.

The resource is i) educationally sound but in need of 
a financial update or ii) financially sound but in need 
of an educational update.

If the resource producer agrees: 

•  A fee of £375 (or £185 for charitable organisations)  
is required for the assessment.

• Action evaluation plan.
•  Meet with Money Advice Service to update evaluation 

plan and if necessary, Theory of Change.
•  Relevant assessment is undertaken and feedback is 

collated and sent to producer.
•  Resource producer makes necessary amendments to  

the resource.
•  Once approved, Young Enterprise reissue an updated 

Quality Mark logo for a further period of two years. 
Resource entry on Young Enterprise website is updated.

If the resource producer disagrees:

 Young Enterprise re-evaluates and, if necessary, takes down 
the resource from the Young Enterprise website and removes 
Quality Mark status. 

Resource is in need of only minor changes which 
the resource producer may elect to amend on their 
own merit (fee is waived as no formal assessment is 
necessary).

If the resource producer agrees: 

• Action evaluation plan.
•  Meet with Money Advice Service to update evaluation 

plan and if necessary, Theory of Change. 
•  Resource producer makes necessary changes. 
•  Once approved, Young Enterprise reissue an updated 

Quality Mark logo for a further period of two years. 
Resource entry on Young Enterprise website is updated.

If the resource producer disagrees:

 Young Enterprise re-evaluates and, if necessary, takes 
down the resource from the Young Enterprise website  
and removes Quality Mark status. 

D

NOT YET

YES

A B

If the resource producer agrees: 

•  A fee of £750 (or £375 for charitable organisations)  
is required for the assessment.

• Action evaluation plan.
•  Meet with Money Advice Service to update evaluation 

plan and if necessary, Theory of Change.
•  Relevant assessment is undertaken and feedback is 

collated and sent to producer.
•  Resource producer makes necessary amendments to  

the resource.
•  Once approved, Young Enterprise reissue an updated 

Quality Mark logo for a further period of two years. 
Resource entry on Young Enterprise website is updated.

If the resource producer disagrees: 

 Young Enterprise re-evaluates and, if necessary, takes 
down the resource from the Young Enterprise website  
and removes Quality Mark status. 

 Resource is in need of an educational and financial 
update.

C

The resource is financially and educationally up to 
date, needs no changes, and the Quality Mark can be 
re-issued for a further period of two years.
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Get in touch 
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Follow us

Young Enterprise Head office:

Yeoman House, Sekforde Street, London EC1R 0HF

email info@y-e.org.uk 

tel: 020 7549 1980

www.y-e.org.uk

Young Enterprise is always looking to support the accreditation of fantastic 

financial education resources. To discuss the suitability of your resource, the 

process and/or the consultancy services we offer, please contact the team:

Costs

How long is the 
Quality Mark  
valid for?

The cost is currently £1500 plus VAT for 

commercial organisations. Discounts of 

up to 50% are available for charitable 

organisations. 

The Quality Mark renewal fee is generally 

50% of the initial assessment cost, see ‘How 

long is the Financial Education Quality Mark 

valid for?’ for further information.

The Quality Mark is awarded for an initial 

period of two years, although ideally the 

resource will remain Quality Marked for 

longer via the Financial Education Quality 

Mark renewal process.



Young Enterprise is the UK’s leading enterprise and financial 
education charity that empowers young people to harness 
their personal and business skills.

We work directly with young people, their teachers and 
parents, businesses and influencers to build a successful  
and sustainable future for all young people and for society  
at large.

Through our hands-on employability and financial education 
programmes, resources and teacher training we want to 
eradicate youth unemployment, help young people realise 
their potential beyond education and empower a generation 
to learn, to work and to live.

Follow us

Young Enterprise Head office:

Yeoman House, Sekforde Street, London EC1R 0HF

email info@y-e.org.uk 

tel: 020 7549 1980

www.y-e.org.uk
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